Progressively go forward technological which expand, will progressively move forward education exist in world, this matter also happened in Indonesia. With more and more source of science hence existence of public library as place of and science center progressively in requiring

Library expanding in Indonesia more formal having the character of. This matter require to be altered to remember public library ought to include; cover all age, education type, and also economic level of its user. So that library will be more have the character of recreation (to entire/all family)

Descriptively above hence library with most appropriate felt modern and green theme. such with green and modern

1. Green is usage of energy recycle and natural energy exploiting / environment around, so that usage of energy more economical because library is building having the character of public building

2. Modern is technological usage in packaging of collection, circulation system, and book catalog system

Theme weared to be to be meant so that can permeate visitor from is assorted of age, and consumer earn comfortably use available facility, and also fulfill requirement of library society will capable to become quickly and precisely information center.